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DESCRIPTION
 

Xdrainer cooling system drainer

PRODUCTIVITY:5 operations on one machine: No accumulation of tools. All-in-one products.No disassembly required:

Universal plug and taper + optional box of plugs for working on the whole car fleet.Drainage during idle time: Totally

standalone apparatus. Just one operator required.Service life: 10 years: French designed and made.Booster function: Faster

drainage with the built-in blower.SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENT:Protection of the floor: No possibility of polluting the workshop
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floor. Operator protection: No emanations of glycol which is toxic for humans. Absolutely silent apparatus. No risk of

burns.COMFORT:Functions on all vehicles: Negative pressure possible down to -0.9 bar.Ideal for hybrid vehicles.Fluid transfer

in just a few minutes: Double tank with fully pneumatic operation.Improved working posture: Design and ergonomics carefully

studied to avoid musculo-skeletal disorders.

Mobile station

Allows to drain, check the tightness, create vacuum, fill by vacuum, purge the cooling circuit and store the polluted liquid.

It also allows to test the valves of the expansion tank plugs.

Tank containing the new liquid: 20L. 

Intermediate recovery tank of : 12 L.

Lower tank of 50 L and measuring gauge of the extracted used liquid for the respect of the environment.

Recovery funnel of 15 L allowing a transfer by gravity if necessary.

Direct connection to the expansion tank.

Delivered with a universal plug and a rubber cone allowing to be fixed on the whole car fleet.

Supply from a compressed air source : 6,5 Bar.

Approved CE machine directive.

Empty weight : 57 Kg

STANDARDS / DIRECTIVES
 

2006/42/CE, ISO 12100

SPECIFIC DATA
 

   Designation    COOLANT SYSTEM DRAINER

   Sales reference    XDC-50

   Weight (kg)    72.5

   Guarantee    M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:

Guarantee applied

M1 | SAM Equipment and Machine Guarantee:
Guarantee for a limited period, covering technical tools, devices and machines used under normal conditions. The length is given by the
number after the letter M: 1 to 5 years
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>> Find out more
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